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The questions, the fears…

 Possibilities of multiple store view

 Stock control, and restocking

 Store visitation schedule

 General management and control

 If after setting up, the branch is not viable, you keep 
at it or move on 

 Challenges of multi store pharmacy and forestalling 
them

 POS transaction –reporting, reconciliation and 
tracking



The questions, the fears…

 Stock Management and control 

 How to link the stores (Communication)

 Recruitment of a Manager for all the branches- must 
the person be a pharmacist, pros and cons of not 
being a Pharmacist

 Forecasting Demand, Procurement and Control of 
the inventory

 Central purchasing versus individual store 
purchasing

 HR management 



Why scale up?

Pros
 Better brand visibility and TOM awareness
 Aggregate inventory/bulk buying-better prices(economies

of scale)
 Important player in National Health schemes
 Increased footprints/more accessibility to customers
 Domineering presence
 Overall better financial status

Cons
 Dilution of Corporate culture
 Logistics/out of stock nightmares
 Plenty of staff and other resources to handle
 Huge financial requirements



Scaling up

BRAND COUNTRY NUMBER OF STORES

CVS US 9600

WALGREENS US 9560

WALMART WORLDWIDE 11695

RITEAID US 2500

BOOTS UK 2500

LLOYDS UK 1500

APOLLO INDIA 3000

MEDPLUS INDIA 1555

SHOPPERS DRUG MART CANADA 1300

CLICKS SOUTH AFRICA 837

MEDIRITE(SHOPRITE) SOUTH AFRICA 160

SPAR SOUTH AFRICA 850

NIGERIA <4000 DULY REGISTERED STORES
>50,000 PPMVLs

Retail Pharmacy Chains & number of Stores



Pharmacy chain banner



Should we scale up…

YES.
Because:
 Your competitor is only 200m away
 Your need critical mass to survive in retail business
 Nigeria is currently grossly underserved with

registered retail pharmacies (opportunities exist)
 We need to reduce number of PPMVLs and

Charlatans in the pharmacy space
 Position your business to take advantage of the

emerging health insurance schemes across the
country



Should we scale up…

 BRANCH OUT
 Consider opening branches 

outside Lagos or Major Cities

 Paucity of registered Pharmacies 
nationwide. Only 190 LGAs 
(24.5%) have at least 1 registered 
pharmacy; while 584 (75.5%) do 
not have any registered 
pharmacy.

 Opportunities exist outside of 
Lagos/major cities



PROCESSES AND GUIDELINES

IT/ENTERPRISE MGT SYSTEM

 Possibilities of multiple store view

 How to link the stores (Communication)

INVENTORY & STOCK CONTROL/LOGISTICS 

 Stock control, and restocking

 Stock Management and control 

 Forecasting Demand, Procurement and Control of the inventory

 Central purchasing versus individual store purchasing

FINANCIALS

 If after setting up, the branch is not viable, you keep at it or move on 

 POS transaction –reporting, reconciliation and tracking

HR & GENERAL MGT

 Store visitation schedule

 General management and control

 Challenges of multi store pharmacy and forestalling them

 Recruitment of a Manager for all the branches- must the person be a pharmacist, pros and cons of not being a 
Pharmacist

 HR management 



CHANGE POINTS 

1

2010

2 5

SOLE PROPRIETOR 

(Do Every Thing)

-HQ

-SERVER

-ACCOUNTANT

-LOGISTICS 

-AUDITORS

-INVENTORY STAFF

-PROCUREMENT

-HR 

-CENTRAL STORE 

-MORE STAFF IN ALL DEPARTMENT S

-BIG CAPACITY SERVER 

-ACCOUNTS 

-AUDIT

-BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

-INVENTORY/PROCUREMENT 

-HR

-LOGISTICS

-CHANGE SOFTWARE 

-MULTI LOCATION WAREHOUSE  

-MULTI LOCATION SERVER 

-REGIONAL MANAGEMENT 

STAGES IN RETAIL SCALING UP



ALL HQ STAFF 

INVENTORY

PROCUREMENT 

ACCOUNTS 

OTHERS 

POS & FINANCIAL 

CENTRAL 

SERVER 

BRANCH 

SERVER 

workstation 

-This allows Communication across branches

-Links branches (Single view of  all branches from central server )

-Branches see stock levels in other branches (but no inventory 

posting/adjustment rights)

-Uniform prices across branches (one data base)

-Customers profile across branches   

workstation workstation 

BRANCH 

SERVER 

IT ARCHITECTURE





INVENTORY, STOCK CONTROLS & LOGISTICS

 For control purposes,  central purchasing is 
recommended

 Central purchasing has 2 parts: items bought and 
distributed from a central store and items bought 
directly as per each branch request

 For central purchasing into central store:

 Stock in the central store only the 20% of your total 
SKUs that contribute to 80% of your total sales revenue

OR

 Your top selling 500 items by value.

 All purchases must go through HQ server. HQ distributes 
to the branches.



INVENTORY, STOCK CONTROLS & LOGISTICS

Stock movement & documentation



INVENTORY, STOCK CONTROLS & LOGISTICS

 Same documentation for inter branch transfers

 Every stock movement must be accompanied with 
necessary paper documentations

 The issuing branch and receiving branch must sign papers

 Separate these functions- Procurement, Store, Inventory 
team, Payments(Accounts)

All stock supplies to central store must be vetted by audit 
dept

 Stock audit as frequent as you can (maximum every 6 
months)

Negotiate with reliable transporters for movement of 
stock to branches (especially upcountry branches). Draw 
up SLAs with them: Pick up & delivery times



FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

 In each branch, a nominated staff does the daily banking 
of cash

 Analysis of daily sales: cash, POS and checks received are 
done on a remittance form and scanned to accounts dept 
in HQ.

 On a weekly basis: bank tellers, hard copies of POS 
receipts and cash remittance form, receiving and transfer 
vouchers, all other banking documents are sent to HQ

 Accounts dept inputs all info into Financial software, 
ready for banking reconciliation

 Banking reconciliation(cash & POS) is done monthly

 Scaling up means scaling up in your Accounts dept: 
Financial, Mgt, Audit, Treasury



FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

If after setting up, the branch is not viable, you 
keep at it or move on?
 How long can you wait before closing a branch that is not 

breaking even OR returning a profit?



HR & GENERAL MANAGEMENT
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HR & GENERAL MANAGEMENT

Basic HR Structure for Retail:

 Pharmacist

 Finance/Audit

 HR/Admin

 Operations-Sales, Procurement & Inventory 
team



HR & GENERAL MANAGEMENT

 At least 2 Rxs per branch (2 full time OR 1 full 
time & 1 locum)

 1 or 2 Sales Associate

 Set targets & KPIs per branch:

 Sales target

Customer acquisition target

CSR target

 Training target

Cleanliness, O/S, expiry etc.

 SOPs that speaks to every facet of the business

 Float for branches to manage small expenses.



HR & GENERAL MANAGEMENT

Store visitation schedule

 As frequent as you can. 

 Senior Managers from HQ to also visit 
stores (Auditors, Procurement, Head of 
Pharmacist, etc)

 Visit mostly for 2 purposes-Clinical or 
operations

 Go with a checklist



HR & GENERAL MANAGEMENT

Recruitment of a Manager for all the 
branches- must the person be a pharmacist, 
pros and cons of not being a Pharmacist



Thank You


